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1. INTRODUCTION 

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an assemblage of sensory nodes which are distributed, autonomous, small-sized and 

cheap sensor nodes usually densely located in the target area with general purpose computing elements. These sensors have 

ability of sense data, process data and communicating with each other [1] [2]. Each node in WSN contains sub components as 

its processing unit (computational power and memory is limited), varied actuators or sensors (specific circuitry), a 

communication device (radio transceiver) and energy or power origin (battery or solar cell) to monitor the physical or 

environmental conditions. The sensing capability can be pressure, temperature etc. and passes data in cooperative manner 

through network to target point [8][14][20]. These micro-sensors can be positioned over bodies, under water, in air, in 

vehicles, on ground, and inside buildings etc. These sensors collect information according to their capabilities in their 

surroundings, and reports simultaneous to the target or remote sinks [5][9][12][15][26]. 

In WSNs, each sensor node has abilities of recognizing, processing as well as advancing data to the requisite target. The vital 

units in sensor nodes include “Sensing unit, Power unit, processing unit, Communication unit and Memory unit” for 

performing needed operations. Since, a sensor node operates on limited battery power resources at its disposal which 

ultimately affects uptime of network [2][4]. 

 

2. SECURITY IN WSN 

Simplicity in WSN having resources controlled nodes makes them enormously susceptible to range of attacks. On-going 

radio transmissions can be eaves-dropped by intruders thereby injecting bits in transmission link as well as might retransmit 

earlier sent packets etc. Hence, a secured WSN must make provision of security properties such as “Confidentiality”, 

“Integrity”, “Authenticity” and “Availability” [6][7][10] [11] [16]. Intruders might position few “Malicious nodes” with alike 

hardware abilities similar to genuine nodes which may conspire cooperatively in attacking security of a system either by 

buying them discretely or by capturing few genuine nodes and "turning" them as malicious node thereby tangibly overwriting 

their storage memory [17] [18] [19] [20]. Similarly, in few cases, intruder may collude with nodes which are supported by 

superior communications links for directing their attacks. Though fiddle resilience might be a feasible defense mechanism for 

physically compromised nodes in few networks, still it can’t be seen as overall security solution. Enormously operative fiddle 

resilience has a tendency to augment per-unit cost significantly whereas sensor nodes are wished-for to be very low-cost [25] 

[13] [22] [27] [30]. 

 

2.1 Security Aims  

 WSN must have following exact security aims [25] [23]: 

 Front ward confidentiality: It is for thwarting a node from decryption of any forthcoming clandestine messages after 

it left network. 

 Retrograde confidentiality: It is for thwarting an already participating node from decrypting any earlier broadcasted 

clandestine message. 

 Persistence: It is desired for delivering a specified “Level of service” in existence of node failures and/or node 

attacks. 

 Newness: It is to ensure that data is fresh and no intruder can replay older messages. 

 Expandability: It is to support large count of nodes. 
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 Proficiency: It is to support efficiency even in presence of limitations related to processing, storage as well as 

communication capabilities of sensor nodes. 

 

2.2 Security Issues 

It is nearly impossible to outline objectives of security services in broad-spectrum, but following facts try to give an overview 

of basic as well as most common issues in computer and network security [4][24]. The first part provides a definition of 

computer security, network security and privacy:  

• Computer Security is defined as follows: “Measures that implement and assure security services in a computer system, 

particularly those that assure access control service.”  

• Network Security is a more general term which is really complex to define. Although the definition has to be general 

enough to cover the large field network security is dealing with, it also has to be very detailed to fulfill the requirements of a 

good definition. Within this thesis, Network Security is defined as: A process to improve the properties (confidentiality, 

integrity, access control, availability and authentication) of a distributed IT-system as much as possible and furthermore make 

every operation against the security policy as hard as possible [25] [23]. 

 • Privacy in terms of computing means that every user is the owner of his/her private data and must have the privilege to 

know what is stored and where it is stored and he/she should almost always be able to delete this private data. The term 

“private data” means data which was created by the user and also data which contains information about the user, which was 

sometimes even collected without its accordance (e.g. communication protocols at Internet or telephone providers) [21].  

Implementing security into WSNs is a hard work by itself and it is definitely impossible to implement perfect and total 

security [24]. There are a lot of other issues one has to think about when designing, developing or implementing security in a 

network. Some of the most important security issues are stated here: 

• Password Security is a basic security method in IT-systems, is simple and freely implementable. There are lot of varied 

easy-to-understand rules, one should respect when choosing a password, e.g. not to use your name, birth date, name of friend 

or family. Secure passwords should have a length of at least 8 characters and should consist of upper, lowercase and special 

characters; furthermore, it is recommended to change the password frequently.  

• Social Engineering is the process of informing your employee and respectively every user of a single part of the whole 

network about the security policy and to provide methods for maintaining the policy. It should always be easier for the user to 

do the right thing, as it is demanded in the security policy, than to do the wrong thing, which might compromise the computer 

and network security. 

 • Data Security is depending on the value of data which is stored. The more important the stored data is, the better and more 

advanced data security mechanisms have to be designed, which might comprise mirroring them with the use of a RAID 

system, regularly backups on long time storage medias like magnet bands or strict access control and management of 

privileges on file layer. 

 • Access Security regulates the access to resources of a network from “outside”, which means that only those resources that 

are really needed by external users are available from outside network. All other resources have to be protected from 

unauthorized access, whereas this must not interfere with the availability of the system. Also bandwidth management and 

load sharing can be realized by the access security. Load sharing in this case means to manage the Internet access via two or 

more providers on the one hand and to distribute the requests to (redundant) servers equally. Computer or network security is 

a complex area and there have already been a lot of studies carried out in this field, but there is still no checklist-based 

guideline how to secure a (distributed) system. 

 

2.3 Security Objectives 

The security objectives are described as follows: 

 • Authentication: The security mechanisms have to ensure that the parties initiating a communication are really the parties 

they claim to be, which means that their identities are proofed. Furthermore, it is needed to ensure that an already established 

connection is not interfered by a third (not authorized) party within communication. Peer entity authentication provides the 

confidence that no one is masquerading and/or claims to be someone else, whereas data origin authentication provides the 

confidence that the origin of a data is really the origin it should be or one believes it to be.  Access Control should provide the 

availability to regulate and control the access from its own interfaces or from network to data, applications and resources on a 

system. Every entity that wants to get access has to be identified first and afterwards be restricted to its user-based-privileges 

defined in the general security policy [30]. 

 • Data Confidentiality: It means the protection of data against a passive attack like traffic analysis. Data must not be read by 

someone else, except the sender and the recipient (or the group of recipients) and it should also be impossible to identify the 

origin or the destination of data stream. 

 • Data Integrity: Data sent via communication links must not be modified unnoticed in any way, regardless if the 

modification was done by a third (not authorized) party or even happened accidently. Data integrity should at least provide 

the possibility to recognize modifications of data and furthermore provide mechanisms to recover this data. A message has to 

be marked as “modified” irrespective if data was inserted, reordered, modified, deleted or duplicated.  
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 • Non-Repudiation: In general, repudiation has two varied meanings: Either the recipient claims that data has never been 

received, although it was received correctly, or the sender claims that data has never been sent, even if message was indeed 

initiated by that and correctly delivered from the sender to the recipient. Security systems must prohibit repudiation for 

improving “Traceability of messages” in network which is especially vital in any kind of e-commerce. 

 • Availability: It refers to the property of a system to be accessible by an authorized entity within the specified parameters. 

Availability is not provided if the system is not able to fulfill authorized requests because it is overloaded with denying 

unauthorized request.  

 

3. SECURITY PROVISIONS 

In WSNs, data accuracy is indispensable as WSN are generally utilized in trust worthy situations [16] [19]. There are three 

prime security considerations in a WSN namely “Data integrity and data confidentiality”, “Origin validation and 

endorsement” and “System integrity and availability”. Provisions of security in a WSN include the following [28]: 

 Precision of functionality in network  

 Inoperative classic network protocols 

 Restricted resources 

 Un-reliable nodes 

 Necessitating reliable center for managing key 

 Validation of nodes  

 Deterrence to attacks 

 Key Institution, Confidentiality and Secrecy 

 Toughness to DoS attacks 

 Secured routing  

 Resilient to node capturing 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper covers the working of Wireless Sensor Networks and related aspects. WSNs are also vulnerable to countless sorts 

of attacks primarily owing to insecure as well as undefended nature of message link, unreliable broadcast medium, 

positioning in unfriendly surroundings, mechanized nature and narrow availability of resources. There is a necessity of 

security for sensing nodes and data transmitted by nodes and until data used by the user application. These aims, objectives 

and issues related to security in WSNs are focused. In the last security provisions are also discussed. Security is the one of the 

most important aspect of WSNs, without security all application of WSN are useless. 
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